
HEAVY DUTY STAIRLIFT
PINNACLE SL600HD

THE INDUSTRY'S ONLY 600 LB CAPACITY STAIRLIFT

High-backed, contoured extra wide seat ensures a comfortable and secure 
ride. Sturdy, stationary armrests and reinforced footrest add stability for safer 
transfers. The seat slides out from the wall as it pivots at the top and bottom 
landings.

As with all Pinnacle stairlifts, the HD model is engineered to the highest industry 
standards and designed for optimal comfort, convenience, and aesthetics.  

The patented nylon polymer worm gear provides low friction for longer battery 
operation during a power outage and the elimination of maintenance related to 
track lubrication providing extra peace of mind. 
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UNIQUE SLIDE-SWIVEL SEAT

High capacity seat pivots 85� as 
it slides away from the wall to 
allow for installation closer to 
the wall and easier dismount at 
the top and the bottom of the 
stairwell.
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COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
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I can safely access the upper level of 
my home with my stairlift. It allows 
me to move comfortably in and out 
of my chair with its swivel seat and 
sturdy armrests.

Safety sensors on  
chassis and footrest  

stop the lift  
instantly when an  

obstruction is present.

Operating control 
in the armrest.

 Seat swivels 85° at 
the upper landing for 
easy exit or transfer.

Oversized footrest provides 
comfort and security.

SL600HD PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT CAPACITY 600 lb FOLDED WIDTH 16.5" from wall
TRACK LENGTH 15' 6" to 40' SPEED 14 FPM

SEAT SIZE 18.5" x 14" BACKREST SIZE 17.6" x 17"

INCLINE LIMITS
27° to 48°* 
* inclines above 45° may require local 
jurisdiction approval.

DRIVE
-
-

Patented nylon polymer gear rack 
Helical worm gear

SAFETY  
FEATURES

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

85° seat swivel interlock 
Centrifugal overspeed brake 
Footrest obstruction sensors 
Lockable battery + breaker switch 
Motor brake 
Obstruction sensors 
Seat belt

CERTIFIED

-
-
-
-

ETL listed
CSA B44.1/ASME A17.5
Safety standard ASME A18.1
Rated commercial and residential

OPTIONS
-
-
-

Key lock 
Extra rail 
Manual lowering tool

WARRANTY
-
-
-

3-year parts 
10-year gear rack 
1-year battery


